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C O D A C 
A F O R T R A N IV P R O G R A M M E T O PROCESS A TIMOC LIBRARY 
F R O M T H E E N D F/B FILE *) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The processing of nuclear data from standard cross section libraries is 
of particular importance for Monte Carlo programmes which can handle a 
large number of nuclear input parameters. The CODAC code is designed to 
2,3/ produce these parameters from the ENDF/B data file Tn the form of group 
averaged cross sections and scattering models. The output formats of 
CODAC agræwith the input specifications of the Monte Carlo code TIMOCT 
CODAC generates the group averaged values of <S~ , ^ , Ö" , " 
and ν , the angular distribution function for elastic scattering and 
different inelastic scattering models. With this code one has the possibi­
lity to obtain group averaged data for special, problem orientated group 
limits. 
CODAC is written in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 360/65 using no programming 
tricks and nearly no machine features, so that it will run, except for minor 
modifications, on any other machine which is large enough. For the sake of 
saving computer space§it is built up in an overlay structure. 
4/ CODAC uses the retrieval subroutines developed by H.C. Honeck— and parts 
5 6/ of the ETOM­ETOG code of Westinghouse­'— which produces inputs for MUFT 
and GAM. 
*) Manuscript received on 15 June 1970 
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2. PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION 
2.1 General Informations 
In this report reference is made to TIMOC input formats and to the ENDF/B 
structure and notation; however, the ENDF/B notation and TIMOC input para-
meters will not be explained in detail here. 
In the following a quantity without an argument (e.g.Ô^g) will denote a 
group averaged value, while a quantity with an argument (e.g. Ό (E)) 
will represent an energy dependent description. 
Group averaged values are usually calculated as 
* * - ' 
$e"(e) ti(e)Je 
i 
In this expression the integral is taken over the energy range of group i 
(E. - E ). W(E) is the weighting function and may be given in four dif­
ferent ways: 
a) Constant weighting with W = 1.0 
b) Weighting function W = l/E 
c) Weighting spectrum given point by point together with the inter­
polation codes' and ranges (ENDF/B standard) 
d) Weighting spectrum given as a polynomial in E. Input: the coeffi­
cients of the polynomial. 
2.2 Smooth Cross Sections 
Input block II of the TIMOC code (all microscopic group averaged cross 
sections) requires the group mean values of the cross sections for 
capture, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, fission, and of 
the particle multiplication factor for fission. The last value is 
obtained from ENDF/B file 1, while most of the other required data 
are contained in ENDF/B file 3. If the resonance representation 
contributes to the smooth cross sections, the results obtained from 
ENDF/B file 2 are added to the smooth part. 
-4 Cross sections less than 10 are set equal to zero in the output. 
2.2.1 Smooth Cagture 
The basic part of the smooth capture cross section is calculated as 
where the averaged quantities, ϋΜχ f are calculated as 
1 <?nje) U(e) Α ε 
6\. 
ƒ u7£j W¿r 
The Θ' (E) tabulations are obtained from ENDF/B file 3. nx 
In the tabulations, the reaction type number has the following meaning: 
x= f, 
χ = p, 
χ = d, 
χ = t, 
3 
χ = He , 
χ = oc , 
χ = 2a¿ , 
MT 
MT 
MT 
MT 
MT 
MT 
MT 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
If there exists a resonance contribution, this will be added to the smooth 
capture cross section (sections 2.3 and 2.4). 
2.2.2 Elastic Scattering 
The elastic scattering cross section for group i is defined by 
C<t 
ƒ 5·et ίε) Uit) dt' 
4L 
/ Uit) ¿e 
where 0 „(E) is given in ENDF/B file 3, MT = 2. el 
If the resonance options require, the resonance contributions are added 
to the smooth cross section (see sections 2.3 and 2.4). The energy de­
pendent smooth part (TABI for (5" (E) or CT(E)"W(E). respectively) above 
the resonance region is temporarily stored in COMMON/DENS/ since it is 
necessary for the computation of xj. *" (averaged cosine of the elastic 
scattering in the Lab. system) and of the secondary angular distribution 
(TIMOC block III). 
2,2.3 Inelastic Scattering 
The inelastic scattering cross section is calculated as 
/ e;·* te) IJ (e) 46 
ο*1­
ƒ Utel 4c 
where 6"tH (Ε) is given in ENDF/B file 3, MT = 4. 
According to a special input option^n-2n scattering is partly or fully 
added to G under certain conditions (see sections 2.2.7 and 4.2.10). in 
In addition 0~¿Vv(E) is stored in /DENS/ for later use in the construction 
of the inelastic scattering matrix. 
2.2.4 Fission Cross_Section 
The basic smooth fission cross section for group i is calculated as 
J 07 (t) \Jie) de 
<$- -. ~ i . 
I Ute) CÅ£ 
6"(E) is obtained from ENDF/B file 3, MT = 18. r 
Again cer ta in resonance conditions may exis t such that a resonance contribution 
must be added to the smooth fission cross section (see sections 2.3 and 
2.4). Under certain circumstances the n, 2n scattering cross section will, 
according to the corresponding input option, be added half or fully to 
the smooth fission cross section (see sec. 2.2.7 and 4.2.10). Therefore a non 
fissionable isotope may show a 6~¿ . 
2.2.5 Neutrons Per_Fission 
The average number of neutrons per fission is obtained from 
V 
where 
(vaf) * j ulte) de 
y(E) is contained in ENDF/B file l.MT = 452. If y(E) is given as a 
polynomial in E it is converted into a tabulated (TABI­) function. V (E) 
is multiplied times the smooth and resonance part of C^(E) (and possibly 
with <5~ (E) or — Θ" „(E)) and then the above integral is cal­n, 2n 2 η , 2n 
culated. ■ Thus, a non fissionable isotope can, according to the n­2n 
treatment (input option), have a factor V = 1 or V = 2 (cf. Section 
4.2.10). 
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2.2.6 Averaged_Cosine For_Anisotropic_Scattering 
The averaged cosine of the elastic scattering in the Lab. system is 
calculated for energies above the resonance region as 
<v 
where 
- [/¿je) <ret(e) Ute) AC 
J. IvVtJ o|/f 
and ¿i.L(E) is obtained from ENDF/B file 3, MT = 251. 
If uL is not given for the whole energy rangeait is assumed to be 
2 M,L = ^T outside the range. The atomic mass ratio A = AWR is given 
in ENDF/B file 1. 6^(E) iS the smooth part of file 3. 
In and below the resonance region JLl¿ is calculated as 
j . /6 t ie) UlIt) de 
A ' * 
J UffcJ ¿f£ 
Thus in this region the assumption has been made that the elastic scattering 
is nearly isotropic (or /¿¡J" is very small). In the group which covers both 
ranges, the computational techniques are combined.In practice this is done 
by assuming the (^(E)-curve to be constant in and below the resonance 
region with the value of the first G£L(E)-point above the resonance region. 
If no ¿tL(E) data are given in file 3, but LCJ is desired according to 
input option N3, it is calculated from ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 (see sec-
tion 4.2.5). 
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2.2.7 n=2n_Scattering 
TIMOC has no means to explicitly treat the n­2n scattering. There­
fore an input option is provided which allows one to treat the n­2n re­
action in three different ways: 
a) n­2n is added to inelastic scattering 
b) n­2n is added half to inelastic scattering, half to fission 
c) n­2n is added to fission 
If the isotope is fissile only option a) can be used. 
For further details see section 4.2.10. 
2.3 Resolved Resonance Treatment 
TIMOC contains no specific treatment of the resonances. Therefore the re­
sonance contributions for 6~ei , T¿ ( 6~f ) and <5f are calculated at 
a point mesh for each group; these values are then averaged for each 
group and simply added to the corresponding smooth cross section. For 
the calculations the single level Breit­Wigner formulation is used: 
* e l .£¿^·—— ^jrr + μ ι „g, ? 
Γ -N x* W% \° if 
e y , 
<rr-
<r. rr < 
— — I. ­ ■ . , / ... — — — — 
Γ A * Λ2 
Γ 1 * χ-
where R is designated as AP in ENDF/B and 
10 
Uol} ■ Λ1 C fr (i+l.ooetts ^ 
lejr 
X- ( E - E . ) 
1 
Γ/2, 
¿(Π+Ό 
The accuracy of the calculation of the resonance contribution depends 
on the choice of the point mesh at which the cross sections are com­
puted. For instance it would be possible to take a mesh of equal lethargy 
or energy spacing, but, in this case, one is forced to use a large number 
of points to insure that no resonance or its principal contribution is 
missed. Therefore it is better to use a variable spacing of the mesh 
which depends on the number and position of the resonances in the group. 
Consequently, the fine mesh is constructed by taking into account the Ν 
resonances within the group and the nearest one on each side of the group. 
Each of the interior resonances are then calculated at 400/(N+l) points. Γ p Half of the allotted points go from (E - —) to (E + — ) , the other half i-i O 2 O ¿ 
from E + — to the midpoint between two resonances, all with an equal 
energy spacing. The two resonances on each side of the group are ach Γ covered with 200/(N+l) points, one half going from E to E + — and the i­i Ο O — 2 
other half going from E + — to the midpoint. Thus the complete fine 
mesh is taken from the peak of the first resonance below to that of the 
first resonance above the group. Then the resonance contribution at 
each point is calculated by summing up the contributions of all (the re­
sonances (also that one outside the group) at this point. The resulting 
tabulation is then averaged with the weighting function and added to the 
smooth cross section. 
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2 Λ Unresolved Resonance Treatment 
As in the case of the resolved resonances the resonance contributions are 
calculated at a point mesh for each group. These values are then averaged and 
simply added to the corresponding smooth cross sections. 
The technique used here is the same as that used by the Argonne code 
2 7/ 5/ MC and ETOM­ , which evalúate the resonance part of the cross section at 
an energy mesh in the unresolved region. 
2 In MC , the effective unresolved resonance capture cross section at an 
energy point is calculated as 
(ïc(.ε J - / Λ Τ Τ ·*° ι 1 -<Ί7> Ι Κ (ri ƒ η (,) Γ Χ- d, ¿r d, o ¿ J Ttß 
O 
where the sum is taken over all J states for all t states and 
V^lr) cLr* Γ ΤΤΤλ) ( Υ) Z βχρ (- χ j -Lr. Γ(ί) 
This equation is for fissile isotopes while for fertile isotopes the 
7/ Ρ (s) integral must be omitted. A similar equation— is used for the 
calculation of the fission cross section. 
CODAC does not include temperature dependence, therefore, a zero tempe­
rature is assumed. In this case 
Υ , J L / 2 
cL, 
i^^ TjuTTpT) 
fi 2- f T-e 
holds, where \à is defined as ~r~ f -~, is the macroscopic potential 
scattering cross section for the mixture per absorber atom and (fc is the 
cross section at the resonance peak. 
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è? Since CODAC does not permit mixture dependence, it cannot calculate f^j . 
Hence, the quantity (¿ρ/Ν ~"4?Γ K ) must be provided as an input item. 
Thus, it is possible for the user to select the best *ζρ ­value vor his 
applications, taking into account the resonance self shielding.Σ,//Ψ only 
effects the unresolved resonance treatment. 
CODAC calculates the capture, fission and elastic scattering cross sec­
tion for each group at 100 points, equally spaced in lethargy. These 
values are then averaged within each group using the input weight and 
then added to the smooth cross sections. 
2.5 Elastic Scattering Secondary Angular Distribution 
Block III of the TIMOC input needs all the information on elastic iso­
tropic or anisotropic scattering for each group with 0" / 0, There are 
four different possibilities (c.f. also section 4.2.5 and 5.4) to re­
present the angular distribution by: 
1) isotropic scattering in the c.m. system 
2) a Legendre polynomial expansion in the c.m. system 
3) a polygon along the Λ ­axis in the — ­table in the c.m. system 
4) the averaged cosine in the Lab. system. 
2.5.1 Isotropic Scattering in_the_c.m. system 
For this case no calculation is necessary. 
2.5.2 Legendre Polynomial 
In this case the coeffic ients of the Legendre polynomial expansion 
are needed. These are calculated as 
13 -
<*e 
: U¿J f 6-el (e) Uf (e) f.t (t) d¿ 
J traie) Ute) AC 
c.m.. where f¿ ' '(E) is given on ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 and 6" (E)*W(E) is 
already stored in /DENS/ (c.f. sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.6). 
2.5.3 ÇoiZiSS­^iSîli­îîiË­^of'­lSîiS 
If the elastic secondary angular distribution is calculated as a table 
in U. in the c.m. system this is done according to 
Gel (/U * — 
J. cei le) Ule) cie 
c.m., where ρ ' *( u. ,E) is again tabulated on ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 and 
β­ (E)*W(E) is already stored in /DENS/. 
© J. ­10 Values less than 10 ' are set equal to zero in the output. 
2.5.4 Averaged_Cosine_in_the_Lab_._Sjrstem 
If the /¿L<E) data are given on ENDF/B file 3, MT = 251 Z¿ is simply 
calculated as 
/ ƒ $tl (£) VI (*¡ ML Ie) ät 
¿¿¿*Λ C 
ƒ ^ϊ (£) U(£) eie 
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L· (E) possibly may not be found on file 3. In this case it is calculated 
from file 4, MT = 2. If the data given there are in terms of a polygon in 
the Lab. system, this calculation is done as 
7 
. i t _, / / / 
M L - λ — 7 We^(e)Wíe)Jp l^t")^ 
with ρ (¿,,E) given on ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2. However, data may also be 
given in the Legendre polynomial version. In this case the averaged cosine 
results from 
, \ _> _ L 
Again fo(E) is given on file 4, MT = 2, but possibly in the c.m. system. 
In this case f£ "is transformed to fg by use of the transfer matrix. 
^ (E)«W(E) is already stored in COMMON/DENS/, (c.f. sections 2.2.2 Ό el 
and 2.2.6). 
i 2 
3A 
sumed to be isotropic in the c.m. system. 
If M-~ differs from — Λ by less than 5%, scattering in this group is as-
2.6 Inelastic Matrix Treatment 
The TIMOC library requires one of three representations of the inelastic 
scattering secondary energy distribution. The first two representations 
(statistical model and excited level description) are not treated by 
CODAC. So CODAC produces an inelastic scattering matrix as output and 
input for TIMOC block IV. All necessary information for the calculation 
of the matrix is found on ENDF/B file 5, MT = 4. There are ten different 
possible representations on ENDF/B. The present version of CODAC will 
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handle LF = 2 through 10, although inelastic data usually will be given only 
as discrete levels (LF = 3) plus a Maxwellian distribution (LF = 8 or 9). 
The other distribution representation (LF = 1) is not treated by the pro­
gramme and is ignored by simply returning from the corresponding subroutine. 
The transfer matrix is calculated as 
6-5 = Σ Õ 
where the sum is taken over all different representations LF and, therefore, 
also over all discrete levels. 
For LF = 6, 8 or 10, an E' mesh is constructed which covers the entire energy 
range and the corresponding LF­function, fTT,(E), is calculated at this mesh. 
Lr 
Next, the fractional amount in each sink group is computed. The contribution 
of this LF­function to the probability matrix element is then calculated by 
multiplying by the average probability for the special LF­function: 
<2 -i1?PU>GLie>WCe);E.-4 
e' 
/ 
The same formula is also used for LF = 4. For LF = 5, 7 or 9 the programme 
first averages the value Θ, 
f GLF (eye Θ, χ 'LF ide 
The rest of the calculation is now the same as before with f (E) replaced 
b* fLFCE'eLF>· 
i­Si For LF = 2 £T is calculated as / v in 
^>Λ [YKFfo)Siu(E)U(C)Á É if θ is in the ^oup 
**>* * ] tyjiffoì&jeìMVute i f θ = grouP umit 
0
Λ aje eM 
The contribution to the matrix elements from LF = 3 is calculated as 
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jPu-fe'-ejje' 
ÏPurte'-oJje'' 
This is only valid if E. ,_> θ,„, otherwise the result is zero. 
i+1 LF 
Thus, each element of the matrix is the sum of contributions from one 
or more LF subsections. Since TIMOC does not need a normalized matrix, 
this is not done, and, therefore, the output is unnormalized due to in­
tegration and other calculational round­off errors (elements less than 
­4 β­ i 10 Φ Ό , are set equal to zero in the output), in i-> i TIMOC also needs u, 't . The present version of CODAC, however, 
' i n> L i-,1 ignores this feature and puts all J-L . ζ equal to zero. 
/ in, L 
If n-2n scattering is added to CT. (cf. section 2.2.7) the n-2n seat-in 
tering matrix is built in the same way and added to the inelastic matrix. 
2.7 Fission Spectrum 
Block I of the TIMOC input requires the coefficients of the source 
spectrum. If the isotope is fissilefthe source is given by the se­
condary energy distribution of fission neutrons while^for fertile iso­
topes,, it may be given by the secondary energy distribution of the n-2n 
reaction (see sections 2.2.7 and 4.2.10). 
CODAC will only treat a source spectrum represented by or as a com­
bination of a simple fission spectrum (LF = 6 , 7), a Maxwellian distri­
bution (LF = 8 , 9), or a Watt spectrum (LF = 10). Up to 3 spectra, 
different in their representation and in the values of their para­
meters, may be combined. All needed data are given on ENDF/B file 5, 
MT = 18 or 16? respectively. < 
Simple fission spectrum LF = 6 : 
17 -
X le') ■ Ι fl' ζ~ε'/Λ 
where a is designated as θ in ENDF/B and b is calculated as 
i- te ƒ Ρ (ε> ά£/1de and 
r«.-.«<e r r«H ¡r 
where the integration runs over the entire energy range. 
Maxwell spectrum LF = 8: 
X(C')' IE e I -1 Va. 
where again a is designated as θ and 
I < io (e) > Θ: 
For the simple fission spectrum LF = 7 and the Maxwellian distribution 
LF = 9 we have the same representation as before but with 
Λ> Θ- <©(<=")>. 
Watt spectrum LF = 10: 
- ε Ve X (E') - c e'*/a . *Α fi? 
where a and b are given in ENDF/B and c s calculated as 
í&^m <?^> 
CODAC only calculates the coefficients a, b and c as output items 
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3. EXECUTION INFORMATION 
3.1 Summary Description 
CODAC is a programme to process data from the ENDF/B tapes with MODE = 1 
or 3 and produces a library deck for TIMOC. The CODAC output consists 
of printed information and tabulations of the data and optionallya punched 
card deck or library tape in the proper format. 
3.2 Limitations 
3.2.1 Restrictions_of_Input Items 
1) IM: Number of multigroups: 3^ IM ^ 50. The lower limit is a TIMOC 
limitation and also is checked by the input part of CODAC. 
2) ENE(I): Group limits: ENE(I) > 0.021 eV 
ENE(IM+1) ^ 20 MeV 
3) EPS: Error c r i t e r i o n : 0 .0<EPS<0.1 
-3 
If EPS = 0,0 it is set equal 10 . 
4) MODE: Mode of the ENDF/B tape: MODE = 1 or 3. 
5) Nl: Number of interpolation ranges for the weight: 
NIÍ100, but keep it as small as possible. 
6) N2: Number of weighting function points: 
N2 Í4000, but keep it as small as possible. 
7) X(l): First energy point of the weight<ENE(l) 
8) X(N2): Last energy point of the weight ? ENE(IM+1) 
9) Y(I): Weight at point X(I) : Y(I)>0.0 
10) Nl: Number of coefficients of the weighting polynomial: 
1< Nl 4 24 
11) CONST(I): Coefficients of the weighting polynimial: 
Must be chosen in such a way that the resulting 
weight is greater or equal zero throughout the 
range ENE(l) - ENE(IM+1). 
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3 . 2 . 2 ENDF/B_Data_Restrietions 
3.2.2.1 File_l -_General_Information 
1) V is represented as a polynomial with the maximum number of coefficients: 
NC = 10. 
3.2.2.2 File 2 - Resonance Parameters 
1) Number of isotopes: 4 6 
2) Number of £-states:£2 
3) Number of J-states per £-state^3 
4) Maximum number of points in the fission width tabulation: 
1000/(total number of states) 
5) Only one resolved and one unresolved region are allowed 
6) Only data for the single level Breit-Wigner formulation are accepted. 
3.2.2.3 File 3 - Smooth Cross Sections 
1) Number of points in all file 3 tables: up to 4000 
2) Number of interpolation ranges £ 50 
3.2.2.4 File 4 - Secondary_Angular_Distributions 
1) Energy interpolation table Í 50 
2) Number of transformation matrix elements 4 2000 
3) Number of energy points where data are given 4 996 
3.2.2.5 File 5 - Secondary Energy Distributions 
1) Maximum number of points in the P(E) tabulation: 1000 
2) Maximum number of interpolation ranges for P(E): 10 
- 20 
3) Number of incident energies for LF = 1: < 20 
4) Maximum number of interpol.ranges between incident energies for 
LF = 1: 10 
5) Maximum number of g(E - E') - matrix points: 2000 
6) Maximum number of g(E - E') total interpolation ranges: 70 
7) Maximum number of points in the g(x) tabulation per subsection: 
1000 for LF = 4,5 
8) Maximum number of interpolation ranges for g(x) per subsection: 
10 for LF = 4,5 
9) Maximum number of points in the Θ(Ε) tabulation per subsection: 
1000 
10) Maximum number of interpolation ranges for Θ(Ε) per subsection: 
10 
3.2.2.6 DataOn Several Files 
If inelastic (MT = 4), n-2n (MT = 16), and/or fission data (MT = 18) are 
given on file 3, the corresponding secondary energy distribution must be 
given on file 5. 
If elastic data (MT = 2) are given on file 3, the corresponding secondary 
angular distribution must be given on file 4. 
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4. INPUT DESCRIPTION 
In the following input list, the various items are listed and described 
and the corresponding columns for each item designated. All formats are 
standard FORTRAN formats. A more detailed description of the input options 
and data is given in the next section. 
4.1 Input Card Deck 
4.1.1 Units 
Card 1) (15) 
Cols, 
1 - 5 
Name 
IPUNCH 
Description 
Logical unit of the output tape or the card 
puncher. If = 0, IPUNCH is set = 7. 
4.1.2 Energy Sr2uP_si£H£iH£2 
Card 2) (15) 
Cols. 
1 - 5 
Name 
IM 
Description 
Number of multigroups 
Card 3) (6(E11.4,IX)) 
1-11 
13 - 23 
ENE(l) 
ENE(2) 
Group breakpoint 1 (lowest energy in eV) 
Group breakpoint 2 
67 - 71 ENE(6) 
e t c . using (IM+D/6 cards 
Group breakpoint 6 
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ENE(IM) Group breakpoint IM 
ENE(IM+1) Group breakpoint IM+1 (highest energy) 
Cards 2) and 3) must only be given once for one run. Therefore the group 
stureture is the same for all the following isotopes. 
4.1.3 Isotope Identification andJData 
Card 4) (A6. IX. 15, IX, 2(E11.4), 3(15, IX)) 
Cols. 
1 ­ 6 
8 ­ 1 2 
14 ­ 24 
26 
38 
36 
42 
44 ­ 48 
50 ­ 54 
Name 
ISOT 
MATNO 
SIGP 
EPS 
N3 
INALL 
IREW 
Description 
TIMOC identification name for the material 
(Hollerith) 
ENDF/B tape material number MAT 
Non­resonance isotope potential scattering 
cross section per absorber atom, i.e., 
{If- 't FU1) 
where ¿ ρ is the mixture macroscopic potential" 
cross section, Ν is the resonance isotope number 
__. 2 density and 4 JT R is the resonance isotope 
potential scattering. 
Error criterion for combining two TABI functions, 
Option for the treatment of TIMOC block III, 
elastic scattering data. 
0 = only card 4) is read for this isotope 
1 = all isotope input cards are read 
0 = ENDF/B tape is not rewound by CODAC 
1 = ENDF/B tape is rewound by CODAC 
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4.1.4 Weighting Spectrum and Other General Data 
This card and the following ones are read only if INALL = 1 on card 4), 
Card 5) (A4. 3X. 5 (15, IX)) 
Cols. 
1 
8 
- 4 
- 12 
Name 
SPEC 
NDFB 
14 - 18 
20 - 24 
26 - 30 
32 - 36 
IN2N 
MODE 
IDTAP 
IPUN 
Description 
Weighting function to be used 
Logical unit on which the ENDF/B library tape 
is mounted 
Option for the treatment of the n-2n reaction 
Mode of the ENDF/B tape 
ENDF/B tape identification number 
Option for punched output 
4.1.5 Weighting_Spectrum Data 
These cards are only necessary if the weighting function SPEC needs further 
data, i.e. if SPEC = POIN or POLY. 
a) SPEC = POIN: 
The set consists of the desired weighting function in the form of tabulated 
points plus the interpolation tables defining the interpolation schemes to 
be used between the tabulated points. The weighting function must be given 
from low to high energy (c.f. TABI functions on ENDF/B). 
Card 6a) (2(111.IX)) 
Cols. Name 
1-11 
13 - 23 
Nl 
N2 
Description 
Number of interpolation ranges 
Number of weighting function points 
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Card(s) 7a) (6(111,IX)) 
Cols. Name 
1-11 NBT(l) 
13 - 23 JNT(l) 
Description 
Last point number in 1st interpolation region 
Interpolation scheme for 1st region 
49 - 59 
61 - 71 
NBT(3) 
JNT(3) 
etc. using Nl/3 cards 
NBT(Nl) 
JNT(Nl) 
Last point number of 3rd interpolation region 
Interpolation scheme for 3rd region 
Last point number in Nl interpolation region 
Interpolation scheme for Nl region 
Card(s) 8a) (6(E11.4.IX)) 
Cols. Name 
1-11 
13 - 23 
X(l) 
Y(l) 
Description 
1st energy point ( ιζ ENE(l)) in eV 
Weight at this energy 
49 - 59 
61 - 71 
X(3) 
Y(3) 
etc. using N2/3 cards 
X(N2) 
Y(N2) 
3rd energy point 
Weight at this energy 
Last energy point ( £ ENE(IM+1)) 
Weight at this energy 
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b) SPEC = POLY: 
The weighting spectrum is input as a polynimial in E(eV): W(E) = a + a ■ 
,2 . _N1­1 ° ] E + a„ E O o o « + a. Nl­1 E . The set consists of the desired coefficients, 
a ,starting with i = 0 in increasing order of i. 
Card 6b) (111) 
Cols. Name 
1 ­ 1 1 Nl 
Description 
Number of coefficients.a = highest power of 
E plus 1. 
Card(s) 7b) (6(E11.4, IX)) 
1 ­ 1 1 C0NSTÍ2) Coefficient a 
61 ­ 71 C0NST(7) Coefficient a. 
etc. using Nl/6 cards 
CONST(Nl+1) Coefficient *Ν1­1 
4.2 Input Items 
4.2.1 IM: 
4.2.2 ENE(I): 
4.2.3 SIGP: 
Number of multigroups, must be limited to 3 ¿IM £50. This is 
a TIMOC restriction. The upper limit is also a CODAC limita­
tion. 
Group break points in eV. There must be IM+1 break points in 
increasing order, limited to the range (0.021 eV ­ 20.0 MeV). 
Non­resonance isotope potential scattering cross section per 
absorber atom. See unresolved resonance treatment, section 2.4, 
2b 
4.2.4 EPS: Combining two TABI functions to give a third one (for in­
stance combining a cross section with the weight to give 
Ö' "W) is done to an accuracy of EPS (0,0 EPS 0.1). If 
_3 EPS is left blank, a value 10 is assumed. 
4.2.5 N3: Option for the treatment of data for TIMOC block III. If N3 
= 0: the programme tries to compute the secondary angular distri­
bution Oei C/0 as a Legendre series or as a *j ­table in hs 
for 33 h. ­points (+15yk ^ ­1) in the c.m. system. 
If the ENDF/B data in file 4 have one of the foregoing repre­
sentations in the c.m. system, the Legendre coefficients or 
J£ ­values at the 33 /­points, respectively, are computed 
for each group with <Q Φ 0. Ohterwise Au is determined from 
file 3, or if not given there, from file 4 data. 
= 1: CODAC tries to compute ¿iL . This is done from file 3 or, if 
there are no data, from file 4. If file 4 contains a Legendre 
representation in the c.m. system (and no transformation ma­
trix) or a point by point representation in the c.m. system, 
the computation runs as for N3 = 0 (if no Zí¿_ ­data in file 3)¡ 
this means that instead of ¿LL , the corresponding represen­
tation is calculated. See also section 2.5. 
4.2.6 INALL: 0 = only card 4) is read for this isotope. 
1 = card 4) is read, together with card 5), and, if necessary, 
cards 6)­8). 
For the first isotope in the data deck INALL must be 1, since 
the items on card 5) (weighting function, logical ENDF/B unit 
etc.) must first be defined. If one wants to change one ­of 
the card 5) ­ parameters for some isotopes, card 4) of the 
first of these isotope must contain the value INALL = 1 and 
then be followed by the changed card 5). 
4.2.7 IREW: 0 = ENDF/B tape is not rewound by CODAC 
1 = ENDF/B tape is rewound by CODAC 
IREW = 1 would, for instance, be necessary if one needs data 
from one isotope twice with different data on cards 4) or 5) 
during one run. 
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4.2.8 SPEC: The weighting function to be used. 
SPEC =ifctè, l.Ofr, or él.O: no weighting is used. 
SPEC = 1/Efc or £l/E: a l/E weighting is used. 
SPEC = POIN: Weighting function is input as a TABI function. The 
energy range must span the multigroup structure, the weight 
always being positive. Cards 6a)­8a) must follow. 
SPEC = POLY: Weighting function is input as the coefficients of a 
polynomial in E. From this polynomial CODAC generates a TABI 
function which must be positive in the multigroup range. 
Cards 6b) and 7b) must follow. 
SPEC = SAME: The same weighting function as for the previous iso­
tope is used. 
If one only wants to change an option on card 5), SPEC = SAME 
avoids cards 6)­8) if SPEC = POIN or POLY for the previous 
isotope. 
4.2.9 NDFB¿ Logical unit on which the ENDF/B library is mounted. 
ENDF/B data are usually written on more than one tape or 
physical file. If the corresponding isotope is on a different 
file (or tape) then the previous isotope,its data can be read 
during the same run by changing the logical unit NDFB, for ex­
ample.In this case the correspondence between each file (or 
tape) and its logical unit must be fixed on control cards. 
Another method to read data from more than one ENDF/B 
file is to read beyond the file ends, always closing the proceed­
ing file and opening the next one. This is possible, for in­
stance, on the IBM 360 (see section 6.2.1). 
4.2.10 IN2N¡ Option for the treatment of the n­2n reaction. Three possi­
bilities are provided for. 
IN2N = 1: n­2n is added to smooth fission. Therefore one has 
e r · <r, t * ^H.lM 
ν ­ ν . erv ,­ 2.a ■ <r„,¿ti 
°f ♦ ö"«.,**. 
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IN2N = 2: n-2n is treated half as fission (with a V -value 
of 1) and half as inelastic scattering: 
(Τ, -- (Tf *- 0 . 5 ' 5 · Κ ( 2 . Λ 
^cV '" ^ ► C 5 · r n i Ì M 
■ν - y-<rf + -/.o · fl-S" · υ\, ι2„ 
ff> 4 o,ς ■ <rn i 2„ 
IN2N = 3: The n­2n reaction is added to the inelastic scat­
tering 
If the isotope is fissionable, this option is over­
ridden and all n­2n is added to CT .If n­2n is 
in 
added to fission, this fact is also taken into account 
in computing the fission spectrum parameters for 
TIMOC block II, while addition to <Γ , also af­in 
fects an n­2n matrix, which is added to the inelastic 
one. 
4.2.11 M0DE¿ Mode of the ENDF/B tape 
MODE = 1: ENDF/B tape is binary mode (standard arrangement) 
MODE = 3: ENDF/B tape is BCD mode (standard arrangement) 
If MODE = 3, CODAC internally changes it to MODE = 2. 
4.2.12 IDTAP£ ENDF/B tape identification number. Each ENDF/B tape (or 
physical file) contains a tape identification number at 
the beginning (first record) which is tested by the programme. 
IDTAP must only be given in the data card 5) for the first 
material treated in a file (or tape) or if IREW = 1 (since 
after the ENDF/B tape is rewound, reading starts again at 
the very beginning) . 
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The present ENDF/B version contains five files with the 
following labels IDTAP: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
File 
File 
File 
File 
File 
114 
115 
116 
5003 
117 
4.2.13 IPUN: Option for the output. 
IPUN = 1: no punched output (only a printed one). 
IPUN = 0: CODAC produces a punched output or an output on a 
tape, mounted at the logical unit IPUNCH, defined 
on card 1). 
IPUN = -l:If the first isotope in the data deck contains 
IPUN = -1, first the energy structure is punched; 
then continued as for IPUN = 0 . 
4.3 Programme Lapse and Input Preparation 
CODAC will process any number of materials during one run. The first mate-
rial request (via card 4)) must be accompanied by all input data (INALL = 1) 
and the ENDF/B tape should be rewound by the programme (IREW = 1). Simul-
taneous^ the tape identification number of the file containing this iso-
tope must be given (IDTAP). 
Subsequent material requests will, in general, only require card 4) 
(INALL = 0) unless one wants to change parameterson cards 5)-8). 
Usually it is not necessary to rewind the ENDF/B tape (IREW = 0 ) . If 
the ENDF/B tape is not rewound, the material requests should be in ascending 
order according to ENDF/B material number (MATNO on card 4)). This means that 
material? should be requested in increasing order of MATNO within each file, 
and so on, file by file, starting with the first file. For the first re-
quested material in each file define the proper label IDTAP on card 5). There-
fore, the first material in each file must also contain INALL = 1 (IREW = 0) and 
all input data. The weighting spectrum can be refered to by SPEC = SAME. 
For maximum efficiency, rewind the ENDF/B tape only if the sanie material is 
requested twice (for instance with a different weighting). 
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5. OUTPUT 
The printed output is easy to read and needs no explanation. Therefore 
in the following only the punched output is described. 
5.1 Energy-Group Structure 
5.1.1 
Card 1) (16) = IM: Number of energy groups 
5.1.2 
Cards 2) (Ell.4) =(ENE(I). 1 = 1 , IM + l) 
ENE(I) : The lower energy limits (in eV) of the IM energy groups 
in increasing order, ENE(IM+1) = upper limit of the top 
group. 
The above set of cards is produced once during one run 
(and only if the first material contains IPUN = -1) 
and thus the boundaries are the same for all isotopes. 
The following cards 3) to 11) are produced for each 
isotope. 
5.2 Block I: Parameters which are Independent of the Energy-Group Structure 
5.2.1 
Card 3) (A6) = ISOT: Isotope identification 
5.2.2 
Cards 4) 3(12A6) = TEXT: Three cards, which contain a description of this 
isotope (origin of the cross sections, etc.) 
5.2.3 
Cards 5) (A6. Ell.4. 16) = ISOT, ATW, IMF 
ISOT: Isotope identification 
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ATW: Atomic weight of the isotope (measured in neutron masses) 
IMF: Number of different fission spectrum representations to 
be used (always $ 3) 
5.2.4 
Card 6) (16, 5E11.4) = LTT, EMIN, EMAX, (ELCO(I), I = 1,3) 
LTT: Symbol defining fission spectrum description 
LTT = 6 or 7: Simple fission spectrum 
X l t ' ) · 117'e.'ε"'/Λ-
LTT = 8 or 9: Maxwellian distribution 
X(t''j-ie'e-i'/* 
LTT = 10: Watt spectrum 
X(e*J <t-t-£'u ¿xííê 
EMIN, EMAX: Lower and upper limit (in eV) for the corresponding 
fission spectrum 
ELCO(l): Coefficient a 
ELC0Í2): Coefficient b 
ELC0(3): Coefficient c (non zero only for LTT = 10) 
5.3 Block II: All Microscopic Group Averaged Cross Sections 
These are split into the capture, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and 
fission parts and the particle multiplication factor for fission. 
5.3.1 
Card 7) (A6, 6E11.4) = ISOT, ENCH, (CROM(I), I = 1,5) 
ISOT: Isotope identification 
ENCH: Lower boundary of the energy group (eV) 
CROM(l): Is 6"c , the microscopic capture cross section, 
Unit: barns. 
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on , 
CR0M(2): Is Cf¿^ > t h e microscopic elastic scattering cross section 
Unit: barns 
CR0M(3): Is £Γ. , the microscopic inelastic scattering cross secti 
Unit: barns 
CR0M(4): Is 6", , the microscopic fission cross section. 
Unit: barns 
CR0M(5): Is V , the particle multiplication factor to be used for 
the product ν (Γ f 
5.4 Block III: All Information On Elastic Isotropic Or Anisotropic Scattering 
A card 8) must be present for each energy group (in increasing order) in 
which 6" j£ 0. If required, card 8) must be followed by the corresponding 
card 9). The(se) card(s) describe(s) the differential cross section for the 
elastic anisotropic scattering. 
5.4.1 
Card 8) (A6. Ell.4. 216) = ISOT, ENCH, LTT, NE 
ISOT: Isotope identification 
ENCH: Lower boundary of the energy group (eV) 
NE: Number of points or coefficients given 
LTT: Symbol defining angular distribution description 
LTT = 0: Isotropic scattering distribution in the c.m. 
system. Card 9) is omitted. NE = 0 in this case. 
LTT = 1: The distribution is described by a Legendre poly­
nomial in the c.m. system. Card 9) contains the 
first NE Legendre coefficients for the anisotropic 
scattering distribution: 
¿IT 
dco%v> 
2_ eLCO(n^) . P„ (cot &) 
n ·ο 
LTT = 2 : NE is the number of equidistant points (= 33) 
¿>l <r ;he ­table, des­along the /c ­axis in t ^ — , ' d cos, ν» 
cribing anisotropic scattering in the c.m. 
system by a polygon. Card 9) contains the values 
of dr ±2- for the 33 points. 
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LTT = 3: The averaged value of cos θ of the angular distri­
bution in the Lab. system is used. «.,* is placed 
as ELCO(l) on card 9). NE = 1. 
5.4.2 Card(s) 9) (6E11.4) = (ELCO(I), I = 1, NE) 
If LTT = 0: This card is omitted 
If LTT = 1: The ELCO(I) are the first NE coefficients of the 
Legendre polynomial expansion. 
If LTT = 2: The ELCO(I) are the NE(=33) values of the angular 
distribution -r~ at NE equidistant points bet­
ween [+l>~lj »including the boundary . The number 
of intervals is therefore NE ­1. The ELCO(I) are 
given for the distribution in the c.m. system and 
in decreasing order of cos V |_ +1 ­» ­1J . 
If LTT = 3: ELCO(l) is the averaged value ul of cos θ in the 
Lab. system. 
Note that in different energy groups different types of representations may 
be produced. 
5.5 Block IV: All Information On Inelastic Scattering and Transfer Matrices 
Only energy groups which contain a 6" Φ O on card 7) require a corres­
ponding card 10) and eventually card 11) in this block. 
5.5.1 
Card 10) (A6. Ell.4. 216) = ISOT, ENCH, LTT, NU 
ISOT: Isotope identification 
ENCH: Lower energy boundary (eV) 
NU: Number of data given 
LTT: Symbol defining inelastic scattering description 
LTT = 1: NU is twice the number of excited levels. 
Card(s) 11) follow,(s¡). 
LTT = 2: The statistical model is used. The corresponding 
parameter (nuclear temperature) for the group is 
on card 11). 
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LTT = 3: NU is the number of transfer matrix elements. 
It is always three times the number of energy 
groups into which scattering occurs. Card(s) 11) 
follow(s). 
The present version of CODAC produces only LTT = 3 data with cos θ = 0 
(see below). 
5.5.2 
Card(s) 11) 2(16. 2E11.4) = ELC0(1), ELC0(2), ELC0(3), ... for LTT = 3. 
ELCO(l): Is the number of energy groups which the neutron skips 
after the collision 
ELCO(l) = -0: Only down scattering in the same group 
ELCO(l) = -m: Down scattering into a group defined by 
substracting m from the actual energy 
group index. 
ELC0(2): Relative probability for the particle to jump 
into the energy group specified by ELC0(1). 
ELC0(3): Averaged value of the angular distribution 
(cos Θ) in the Lab. system for the correspon­
ding scattering process. 
The present version of CODAC assumes cos θ = 0.0. 
ELC0(4): Like ELC0(1) and so on. 
Cards 3) to 11) are repeated for the next isotope,etc. Each card gets a 
label. The card containing the number of groups gets the label "NRGROUPS" 
while the group limits are labeled with "ENERGY + number of the limit". For 
instance the 3rd limit has the label *ENERGY 3M. The deck for an isotope is 
labeled in the following way: the first 4 columns contain the ENDF/B-MAT-
number, while the other 4 columns contain the card number, starting 
with 0001. 
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6. PROGRAMMER'S INFORMATION 
This section contains some internal details of CODAC. It should be help-
ful to the programmer in adding, altering, or modifying parts of the pro-
gramme and in understanding the meaning of programme messages and also should 
prove to be helpful in making the programme operational at another instal-
lation. 
6.1 General Features 
CODAC is written in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 360/65 but uses no machine 
features or nearly so (see section 6.2). Most of the subroutines and 
steps within are headed by comments, so that the different working steps 
can easily be understood. 
The programme is written in an OVERLAY structure, although the main 
storage of the 360/65 is sufficient for a run without OVERLAY. The main 
programme is simply a series of calls for the different OVERLAY segments 
(CODAC1 , C0DAC2 , etc.). 
Most of the data handling is done with large common storage blocks. 
ENDF/B data are first read into these blocks before processing. Many 
data manipulations are done in the blocks. The blocks also serve as 
temporary storage for some processed or read data. 
For each material, data are processed in the order they appear on ENDF/B with 
the results being stored and output æcomphshedin the last OVERLAY. The output 
consists of printed tabulations and a punched one (or a tape) in the 
proper TIMOC library formats. 
6.2 Special Features 
6.2.1 Reading_Several_ENDF/B-Files 
Since the FORTRAN IV version of the IBM 360 has the ability to read 
beyond file ends, a special part is inserted into subroutine TRID, al-
lowing for this feature. If the different physical ENDF/B files are posi-
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tioned successively on one tape, this allows one to read all these 
liles uring one run, therefore only the right file identification number 
IDTAP must be defined for the first processed material in each file. 
The logical unit NDFB can be the same for all files and only 
the control cards must contain the definition of all files used. 
If one only wants to work with one file or with several files by assign-
ing to each another logical unit, one must omit the corresponding 
part of subroutine TRID (which is explicitly marked). 
6.2.2 End_of_the Input Card Deck 
The input card deck must be closed by an end-of-file card. Subroutine 
ISOTO contains a special READ-statement which tests for this card. 
6.2.3 Hollerith_Description 
The Hollerith data needed by the printed output are prepared by using 
an EQUIVALENCE statement, since storing with a DO-loop did not work on 
the compiler which has been used. 
It is possible to change these parts. In doing so , some care must be 
taken, since the IBM 360 stores only 4 characters per word. 
6.3 Labeled COMMON 
In the following,the most important COMMON blocks are listed in alpha-
betical order. The labeled COMMON block name is given first and its gene-
ral category described. The variables in the block are then described in 
the same order as they appear in the block. 
Many common blocks are part of the package of Retrieval Subroutines for 
the ENDF/B System written by H.C. Honeck- and of the ETOG-ETOM Code5'-' 
In CODAC, many of the dimensions and items have been changed. 
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/BLOCK/ 
Β 
/BLOKS/ 
LBK12 
LBK34 
LIBK12, 
LIBK34 
/CONS/ 
CONST(l) 
CONST(I^l) 
/CONSTS/ 
PI 
HAFPI 
EZERO 
UZERO 
/CONTF1/ 
ZA 
AWR 
LRP 
LFI 
LDD 
LFP 
NWD 
LNU 
NC 
C 
NRl 
NP1 
/CONTF2/ 
NIS 
ZAI 
floating point storage 
general floating point storage space 
counters for BL0K1­BL0K4 and IBLK1­IBLK4, which are con­
nected with /RECS/ arrays via EQUIVALENCE 
usually the number of data pairs in BLOK1 and BL0K2 
same as LBK12 but usually for BL0K3 and BL0K4 
same as above but associated with ÏBLK1­IBLK4. 
storage of the weighting polynomial input 
number of coefficients of the polynomial 
coefficients of the polynomial 
data constants 
JT 
7Γ/2 
1.0­107 
tnCio7) 
control information file 1 
material (Z,A) designation 
atomic weight ratio 
resonance indicator 
fissile indicator 
radioactive decay indicator 
fission product indicator 
number of (computer) words in material description 
■i» representation indicator 
number of V polynomial terms 
V polynomial coefficients 
interpolation table length for V 
data list length for V 
control information ­ file 2 
number of isotopes 
isotope (Z,A) designation 
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ABN abundance 
LFW fission width indicator 
NER number of energy ranges 
LISR,LISRX resolved scattering calculation indicator 
EL range lower energy limit 
EH range higher energy limit 
LRU data type indicator 
LRF resonance formula indicator 
LISU,LISUX unresolved scattering calculation indicator 
SPIR nuclear spin-resolved 
ΑΡ,ΑΜ,ΑΑ scattering length 
NLSR number of £ states - resolved 
CR penetration factor constant - resolved 
LR {, value - resolved 
SPIU nuclear spin - unresolved 
NLSU number of t states - unresolved 
CU penetration factor constant - unresolved 
NEX number of points in fission width tabulation 
LU C - unresolved 
NRS number of resonances 
NJS number of J states 
MUF number of degrees of freedom in fission width tabulation 
ELOR lowest energy - resolved region 
EHIR highest energy - resolved region 
ELOU lowest energy - unresolved region 
EHIU highest energy - unresolved region 
XPOTR, 
XPOTU not used 
LLRR resolved data indicator 
LLRU unresolved data indicator 
LFWX fission width data indicator 
/C0NTF3/ 
LFS 
NR3 
NP3 
control information - file 3 
final state number 
interpolation table length 
data list length 
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/C0NTF4/ 
LVT 
LTT 
LCT 
NK4 
NM4 
NRE4 
NE4 
NL4 
NR4 
NP4 
E4 
/C0NTF5/ 
NK 
THETA 
LF 
NE 
NR5 
NP5 
EINIT 
AWATT 
BWATT 
LTHET 
LITHET 
LPP 
LIPP 
LGG 
LIGG 
/COUNT/ 
NKK 
/DENS/ 
JMT 
JAT 
JTT 
control information - file 4 
transformation matrix indicator 
data representation indicator 
system indicator 
number of matrix elements 
number of rows minus one in the transform,matrix 
number of codes to interpolate between tabulated energy values 
number of energies given 
number of Legendre coefficients 
number of interpolation codes between tabulated u. -values 
number of U, -values given 
special energy value of the NE different values 
control information - file 5 
number of representations (subsections) 
θ 
function representation indicator 
number of Ε-values in « -tabulation 
interpolation table length 
data list length 
E values in g-tabulation 
constant "a" in Watt spectrum 
constant "b" in Watt spectrum 
length of theta array 
length of theta interpolation table 
length of P-list 
length of Ρ interpolation tables 
length of g-list 
length of g-interpolation tables 
counter to assure a correct initial Ρ (E)-value for LF 
counter for NK representat ions of /C0NTF5/ 
dense (multi-record) storage 
record indentifier 
record starting location 
record type 
= 3 
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JLT 
A 
JNS,MNS 
JX 
MX 
/ELMU/ 
NOMU 
/ENERG/ 
IM 
IMI 
ENE 
/EPSIL/ 
EPSMIN 
EPS MAX 
FACE PS 
record length 
record bulk storage array 
pointers for next record 
maximum length of the A array 
maximum length of the JMT,JAT,JTT and JLT arrays 
programme control indicator 
U-'i indicator 
energy group structure 
number of energy groups 
IM+1 
group limits 
error criterion for combining 2 TABI functions 
input criterion EPS 
10 times input criterion EPS 
increase factor of EPSMIN (» ^ îo) 
/FILE3/ 
XS 
XIN 
XF 
XC 
GNU 
XSMU 
XNF 
ZETA 
/FILE4/ 
LAST 
/FILES/ 
PMX 
storage for group averaged results 
elastic scattering and temporary storage 
inelastic scattering 
fission 
capture 
ϋ 
JU., and temporary storage 
V * <T¿ a n d temporary storage 
group integral of the weight 
elastic data 
indicator for form of elastic data (c.f. input option N3) 
inelastic matrix 
inelastic matrix 
/FILE6/ 
TRUM 
storage for group averaged results 
temporary storage 
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/FIPAR/ 
PARA(I,1) 
PARACI,2) 
PARACI,3) 
PARACI,3­6) 
NLF 
/FLAGS/ 
KEY 
NOXS 
NOXIN 
NON^N 
NOXF 
NONG 
NONP 
NOND 
NONT 
NOHE 
NONA 
NON2A 
NOCAP 
source spectrum 
fission spectrum indicator 
lower limit for the corresponding spectrum 
upper limit 
the corresponding coefficients "a" "l " b", and "c" 
counter for the number of different fission spectra 
programme control indicators 
data presence indicator 
elastic scattering cross section indicator 
6" . indicator in 
η,¿τι indicator 
Ç~. indicator 
Ç".~ indicator 
Vyi,p 
«W 
OVtt 
6"*,«.* 
^»V.OC 
0"-Μ.,1^ 
unused 
indicator 
indicator 
indicator 
indicator 
indicator 
indicator 
/HOLLTH/ 
TEXT 
/IMODE/ 
MO 
hollerith storage 
storage for a part of the material heading description 
ENDF/B mode 
mode of the ENDF/B tape 
/INDEX/ 
IND 
control check 
indicator, if group structure is already read in 
/ISOTOP/ + DOUBLE PRECISION ISOT: input items 
see input description 
ISOT used as double precision, since the IBM 360 stores only 
4 characters/word 
N4 is not used 
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/LETHAR/ 
UGRP 
/0PT5/ 
INEL 
lethargy group structure 
lethargy group limits 
n-2n treatment 
indicator, if n-2n is present and if it is added to 
ft or g~ Cc.f. input option IN2N) 
/OPTION/ input items Csee input description) 
FISP,EMIN,EMAX not used 
/PUNCH/ 
NCARD 
/RECS/ 
MAT 
MF 
MT 
C1,C2 
L1,L2 
Nl 
N2 
NBT,JNT 
X,Y 
NIX 
N2X 
NS 
/SPE/ 
ISPC 
IFIS 
/TAPES/ 
MODE 
NDFB 
IPUNCH 
IPRINT 
ISCTP1 
ICR 
punched output label 
counter for the label of the punched output 
single record storage 
material number 
file number 
reaction type number 
floating point constants 
integer constants (usually test numbers) 
count of items in a list to follow 
count of items in a second list to follow 
general integer storage space 
general floating point storage space 
maximum length of the NBT and JNT arrays 
maximum length of the X and Y arrays 
card sequence number 
spectrum indicator 
indicator for type of weighting function SPEC 
unused 
tape and unit names and data mode 
mode of the ENDF/B library tape (is set = 2 if MODE = 3) 
ENDF/B library tape 
output punch tape 
output print tape 
prepared for a scratch tape, but used to count the files 
in the special IBM-360 version (c.f. section 6.2.1) 
cardreader or input tape 
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6.4 Overlay Structure and Subroutines 
In the following^the programmes, subroutines, functions and commons used 
by CODAC are listed. Each control flow programme name is followed first by 
a table of all labelled common blocks (in brackets) which appear in the sub-
routines inserted into the corresponding overlay. Next comes the list of 
names of the subroutines used and labelled common blocks to be inserted in-
to the corresponding overlay. This means, for instance, that if a common block 
appears in the list of the overlay root segment, its data are needed in dif-
ferent overlays, while a common block which only appears in the list of a 
certain overlay segment is only used to transfer data within this overlay. 
A brief summary of the purpose of each subroutine is included. The table 
and list are arranged in alphabetical order within each overlay, Since the 
list is ordered segment by segment, it serves as an overlay structure descrip-
tion. 
6.4.1 Root Segment 
MAIN controls flow of main programme 
(COMMONS: BLOCK, BLOKS, CONSTS, C0NTF1, C0NTF2, DENS, ELMU, 
ENERG, EPSIL, FILE3, FILE4, FILE5, FILE6, FIPAR, FLAGS, 
HOLLTH, INDEX, ISOTOP+D.PREC.ISOT, LETHAR, NUMEN, OPT5, 
OPTION, RECS, SPE, TAPES) 
COMB 
COMBP 
CONT 
DELETE 
ECS I 
ERROR 
FETCH 
FPDS 
GPAV 
GRATE 
INTGRT 
I PDS 
combines two TABI functions 
combines one panel of two TABI functions 
reads control (CONT) record 
deletes record from dense storage 
computes integral of y(x) 
prints error message 
fetches record from dense storage 
fetches point from dense storage 
averages over selected groups 
integrates TABI function 
integratela TABI function 
interpolates point in dense storage 
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LIST 
LR IDS 
MULT 
STORE 
TABI 
TAB2 
TERPl 
TERPO 
TPOS 
XTND 
reads LIST record 
locates record in dense storage 
combining function for multiplication 
storesrecord in dense storage 
reads TABI record 
readsTAB2 record 
interpolates one point 
interpolates a data array 
positions ENDF/B tape to file MF and reaction MT 
extends data array 
ADD,DIV,SUB,TERP combining functions for addition, division, substraction, 
and interpolation between two points. 
The COMMON blocks to be inserted are the same as in the above table. 
6.4.2 l¿_Overla^_A_ 
CODAC1 controls flow of programme in the 1st overlay 
(COMMONS: BLOKS, CONS, CONSTS, C0NTF1, C0NTF2, DENS, ENERG, 
EPSIL, FILE3, HOLLTH, IMODE, INDEX, ISOTOP+D.PREC.ISOT, 
LETHAR, NUMEN, OPTION, RECS, SPE, TAPES) 
ENERGY 
ERR 
GENTI 
HOLL 
INDENS 
ISOTO 
OUTEN 
OUTS10 
OUTSPE 
POLY 
STORNU 
TITLE 
reads and tests group structure 
prints error message 
generages TABI function 
reads hollerith material description 
initializes dense storage 
reads all input cards for one material 
writes group structure 
printe input description for one material 
prints spectrum and common input data 
functions to evaluate a polynomial 
converts ν ­polynomial to TABI function and store 
prints titlesof the output 
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TMAT 
TMFl 
TR ID 
UNITS 
WEAV 
ZERO 
/CONS/ 
/IMODE/ 
position? ENDF/B tape to material MAT 
reads ENDF/B file 1 
read? ENDF/B tape identification (see also section 6.2.1) 
reads and define units 
calculates group integral values of the weight 
initializesnamed common 
6.4.3 2. Overlay A 
CODAC2 
RESR 
RESU 
TMF2 
controls flow of programme in the 2nd overlay 
(COMMONS: BLOCK, CONSTS, CONTF2, ENERG, EPSIL, FILE3, 
ISOTOP+D.PREC.ISOT, LETHAR, RECS, TAPES) 
calculates averaged cross sections from resolved resonances 
calculate^ averaged cross sections from unresolved resonances 
reads ENDF/B file 2 
No labelled COMMON is inserted. 
6.4.4 3. Overlay A 
C0DAC3 
CROS 
RESTOR 
TMF3 
/C0NTF3/ 
controls flow in the 3rd overlay 
(COMMONS: C0NTF1, C0NTF2, C0NTF3, ELMU, ENERG, EPSIL, 
FILE3, FLAGS, OPTION, RECS, SPE, TAPES) 
calculâtessmooth cross sections 
restoræ ο , and el 
reacfe ENDF/B file 3 
CT in dense storage in 
6.4.5 4._Overla£ A 
CODAC4 control flow in the 4th overlay 
(COMMONS: BLOCK, BLOKS, CONTF1, C0NTF4, ELMU, ENERG, EPSIL, 
FILE3, FILE4, FLAGS, ISOTOP+D.PREC.ISOT, RECS, TAPES) 
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ELSCAT 
LEGCO 
MUBl 
MUB2 
SIPOIN 
TERP2 
TMF4 
computes elastic scattering angular distribution 
computi« Legendre coefficients for ~ Au) 
el -
computes i.c¿ from Legendre data, file 4 
computes ¿c¡' from file 4, tabulated formin the Lab. system 
computes 33-point table in u, for if , ( V- ) 
forms new table by interpolation 
readsENDF/B file 4 
6.4.6 5. Overlay^A 
C0DAC5 
AVRG 
CWAX 
FISSPC 
FSSPAR 
IMAT 
INF 5 
INSCAT 
RSTR 
TMF5 
/C0NTF5/ 
/COUNT/ 
controte flow in the 5th overlay 
(COMMONS: BLOKS, CONSTS, C0NTF1, C0NTF5, COUNT, ENERG, 
EPSIL, FILE3, FILE5, FILE6, FIPAR, FLAGS, LETHAR, 0PT5, 
OPTION, RECS, SPE, TAPES) 
averages over a selected range 
combinesweight and a cross section 
computesparameters of the fission spectrum 
determinesfission spectrum parameters 
calculatesconstribution to inelastic matrix 
initializes file 5 parameters in common blocks named 
computes inelastic and n-2n matrix 
restoresweighting 
readsENDF/B file 5 
6.4.7 6. Overlay_A 
C0DAC6 
0UT1 
0UT2 
0UT3 
0UT4 
/PUNCH/ 
controls flow in the 6th overlay 
(COMMONS: BLOCK, C0NTF1, ELMU, ENERG, FILE3, FILE4, FILE5, 
FIPAR, FLAGS, HOLLTH, ISOTOP+D.PREC.ISOT, OPT5, OPTION, 
PUNCH, SPE, TAPES) 
prints and punch output for TIMOC block I 
prints and punch output for TIMOC block II 
prints and punch output for TIMOC block III 
prints and punch output for TIMOC block IV 
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6.5 Messages and Error Stops 
Many of the subroutines contain write statements which directly print 
out error and other messages. Other error messages are printed by 
the error printing subroutines ERR and ERROR. 
Most of the errors detected in the input cards are printed by subroutine 
ERR in an interpreted form. 
All other errors run via subroutine ERROR, which only prints out an error 
number and the control words, MAT, MF, and MT. A list of the error numbers, 
the subroutines which detect the error (although it may occur in another 
subroutine) and a short explanation of the errors follow . 
Error Sub­
No. 
110 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
300 
301 
310 
311 
314 
315 
1000 
1004 
1005 
1010 
1011 
1012 
routine 
ECS I 
TERP2 
tl 
II 
TERP1 
If 
II 
STORE 
tt 
COMB 
It 
I PDS 
GRATE 
OUTEN 
OUTSPE 
Π 
GPAV 
It 
Tt 
Explanation 
Interpolation code out of range 
X(N) not in increasing order 
XP(N) 
Interpolation table incorrect 
Interpolation code out of range 
Zero or negative value cannot be interpolated by logs 
XI = X2, discontinuity 
JT not in range 1­6 
MA = 0 not allowed 
XL ^ XH 
MA or MB is zero 
Improper interpolation table 
Interpolation table incorrect 
Input option IPUN ¿ O or 1 or ­ i 
Weighting spectrumW (MA = 1) not in /DENS/ 
tt 
Data to be averaged will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 2 
JLO or JHI not in range 1­IM 
MA =1 ('.'/) or MB ~2 (data to be averaged) not in /DENS/ 
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Error Sub­
No. routine Explanation 
1013 GPAV 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1310 
1311 
1312 
1500 
AVRG 
II 
II 
II 
RESR 
TI 
II 
STORNU 
II 
II 
TMF5 
1501 
1502 
1503 
1504 
1505 
1510 
1511 
1512 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 
1525 
1526 
1527 
1528 
1529 
RESU 
CROS 
Result of combining MA = 1 with MB = 2 will not fit in 
/RECS/ 
Data to be averaged will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 2 
MA = 1 (W) or MB = 2 (data to be averaged) not in /DENS/ 
Result of comb. MA = 1 and MB = 2 will not fit in /RECS/ 
MA = 1 (W) not in /DENS/ 
CT for one group will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 2 
Χ ι I*6S MA = 2 ( 6" ^  ) or MB = 3 (V) not in /DENS/ f ,res 
Result of comb. MA = 2 and MB = 3 will not fit in /RECS/ 
TABI for ν will not fit in /RECS/ 
/DENS/ 
NC ­>10 on ENDF/B file 1, second section 
More than 10 interpolation regions for TAB2, ENDF/B file 5, 
LF = 1 
More than 20 incident energies, 
LF = 1 
More than 2000 points in the g(E'­E) matrix, " 
LF = 1 
More than 70 interpol, regions for g(E'­E) matrix, " 
LF = 1 
More than 10 interpol, regions in TAB 1, ENDF/B file 5 
More than 1000 energy points in TAB I* ENDF/B file 5 
6" ^ for 1 group will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 2 f,unres 
ΜΑ = 2 ( σ ^ ) or MB = 3 ( V ) not in /DENS/ f,unres 
Result of comb. MA = 2 and MB = 3 will not fit in /RECS/ 
6" ^  ^ will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 2 f,smooth 
LNU Φ 1 or 2 on ENDF/B file 1, second section 
MA = 2 (or ï or MB = 3 (V) not in /DENS/ f,smooth 
Result of comb. MA = 2 and MB = 3 will not fit in /RECS/ 
<T n will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 6 η, 2n 
ff ι 4.U " , MA = 4 
υ el,smooth 
CTin " ' m = 5 
M-L , MA = 4 
MA = 3 ( «Γ , · W) or MB = 4 ( u, ) not in /DENS/ el / 
Result of comb. MA = 3 and MB = 4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
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Error 
No. 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1720 
Sub­
routine 
ELSCAT 
it 
II 
If 
LEGCO 
τι 
tt 
It 
tt 
MUB1 
1721 
1722 
1723 
1724 
1730 SIPO 
1731 
1732 
1733 
1735 
1740 MUB2 
1741 
1742 
1743 
1744 
1745 
1746 
Explanation 
LTT Φ 1 or 2 on ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
LCT Φ 1 or 2 
LVT Φ 0 or 1 
Key for presence of jj.u -data, NOMU Φ 1 or 2 
Energy interpolation table for LTT = 1 or value NE 
incorrect on ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
Legendre polynomial expansion at an energy point con­
tains less than 1 coefficient, ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
TABI for a Legendre coefficient at 2 energy points will 
not fit in /DENS/, MA = 4 
MA = 3 ( < T * W ) o r M B = 4 (TABI above) not in /DENS/ el 
Result of comb. MA = 3 and MB = 4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
Legendre coefficients given for more than 996 energy 
points, ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
Interpol, table between energies for LTT = 1 is greater 
than 50, ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
TABI for a Leg. coefficient at all energy points will 
not fit in /DENS/, MA = 4 
MA = 3 ( <T ., » W) or MB = 4 (TABI above) not in /DENS/ el 
Result of comb. MA=3 and MB=4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
NE or energy interpolation table for LTT = 2 is incorrect, 
ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
TABI for a yt, -point at 2 energies will not fit in /DENS/, 
MA = 4 / 
MA = 4 (see above) or MB = 3 ( <5" * W) not in /DENS/ 
el 
Result of comb. MB = 3 and MA = 4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
MA = 3 ( <5~ * w) not in /DENS/ el 
Data for LTT = 2 given for more than 996 energy points, 
ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
TABI at one energy for all ^ -points will not fit in 
/DENS/, MA = 4 
TABI for Υ = μ. (-Η/^-ί +1) will not fit in /DENS/, MB = 5 
MA = 4 ( 6" ,(/Ό) or MB =5 (/c) not in /DENS/ 
Result of comb. MA = 4 and MB = 5 will not fit in /RECS/ 
Energy interpolation table y 50, ENDF/B file 4, MT = 2 
TABI for Y(E) = 
/DENS/, MA = 4 
J Ρ .(/c, Ε) i*. J./+ will not fit in 
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Error 
No. 
1747 
1748 
1760 
1761 
1762 
1763 
1764 
1765 
1766 
1767 
1768 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1860 
1861 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1880 
1881 
Sub­
routine 
MUB2 
II 
RESTOR 
It 
tl 
tt 
II 
11 
11 
II 
It 
CWAX 
II 
II 
11 
11 
It 
RSTR 
11 
INSCAT 
ti 
II 
11 
FISSPC 
II 
1891 
1892 
1897 
1898 
FSSPAR 
OUTI 
0UT4 
Explanation 
MB = 3 C <ϊ , * W) or MA = 4 (see above) not in /DENS/ el 
Result of comb. MB = 3 and MA = 4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
MA = 1 (W) or MB = 4 ( <Γ , ) not in /DENS/ 
el 
Result of comb. MA = 1 and MB = 4 will not fit in /RECS/ 
MB = 4 (or , ) not in /DENS/ el 
Interpolation table for 6" ,(E) incorrect 
el Expanded C , * W-table exceeds size of /RECS/ el 
No 6" -data given for energies below the resonance re­
gion,® ENDF/B file 3, MT = 2 
er , * W will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 3 el 
MA = 5 ( CT ) not in /DENS/ in 
5", will not fit in /DENS/, MA=2 in 
MA = 1 (W) not in /DENS/ 
MB = 7 (W) will not fit in /DENS/ 
MB = 7 or MA = MA not in /DENS/ 
Result of comb.MA'= MA and MB = 7 will not fit in /RECS/ 
MA = MA not in /DENS/ 
MA * Weight will not fit in /DENS/, MA = 1 
MA = 7 (W) not in /DENS/ 
Weight will not fit in /DENS/ MA = 1 
<T J given on ENDF/B file 3 but no data in file 5 in 
MA = 6 ( & n ) not in /DENS/ n,2n 
MA = 6 C-Q" 0 ) will not fit in /DENS/ 2 n,2n 
€Γ 0 given on ENDF/B file 3 but no data in file 5 η, 2n 
More than 3 different representations for the fission 
(or n-2n)-spectrum on ENDF/B file 5 
More than 3 different representations for the fission 
(or η-2n)-spectrum on ENDF/B file 5 
At least two equal representations for the fission 
(or n-2n)-spectrum on ENDF/B file 5 
Wrong fission (or n-2n)-spectrum on ENDF/B file 5 
Number of sink groups for an exit group ( <T. (E,-*E,)) 
, Λ in k i 
is 4 0. 
Overflows can usually be avoided by decreasing EPS or using smaller energy 
groups (c.f.:"data will not fit in /DENS/" or "RECS"). 
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